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Robert McGee's bestselling book has helped millions of readers learn how to be free to enjoy

Christ's love while no longer basing their self-worth on their accomplishments or the opinions of

others. Now this book will change the lives of countless teens as well, in this completely rewritten

student edition of Search for Significance. With updated illustrations, practical application points,

youth challenges, and journaling space, this version of the classic book is perfect for any teen or

youth group.Teens will learn to: Experience the amazing truth that their self-worth is found not in

their accomplishments or what their friends and family think of them, but in God's love for

themDiscover how their lives have been negatively affected by the four big lies that the world

teaches about significanceLearn to stop looking in all the wrong places for affirmation and

affectionGain life-changing confidence as they learn the true meaning of what God has done for

them in Christ
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The Search for Significance by Robert S. McGee is available in many formats, from book to

workbook. I have completed the workbook also and both are excellent tools to help us understand

our inner heart, and to come to terms with our insecurities. Our true identity is found only in Christ,

and this book clears the cobwebs of our pasts and helps us understand more clearly our unique

worth and value in Him.Whether you are dealing with issues or self worth or think you have it all

together, this book will help uncover areas that bring healing you may not even know you need, and

will put you on your way to a healthier relationship with God, with yourself, and with others.



Some of the book is hard to read. Not because the writing is hard but because of my view of myself.

It is hard to be told that you are wrong in your views simply because it feels so right inside. How can

your feelings be wrong. Until someone gets to close to the truth and you recognize it as being true.

That is what this book did for me. Accurately point out where I am seeing myself. Not where it feels

right to see myself. From God's point of view, I just might be worth something. It is still hard to

believe, but at least I can admit that I might be wrong in my perspective...........

This book is actually a study in important biblical and theological truths. Rather than starting with the

timeless truths however, McGee begins with the problems we experience because of our lack of

those truths. He then works his way back to the theological principles that will set us free from the

ills we face.For example, he describes how many of us believe we must meet certain high standards

in order to feel we are of worth. God's truth is that we have been made faultless in Christ, that we

have been justified. In other words, in God's eyes we have met the perfect standard through our

relationship with Jesus.Another point McGee makes is that many of us feel shame, believing we are

nothing but hopeless cases unable to change. God's truth is that we have been regenerated as new

individuals. In other words, if anyone is in Christ the old passed away, and the new just keeps on

coming!After reading this book, I have an even greater appreciation for the new life I have as a

believer. McGee presents a volume that sheds much light on who Christians are because of their

relationship with Jesus. I recommend this title highly.

This book was excellent in helping me deal with depression and looking at situations through

pleasing God and not worrying about impressing others and what they think. It was very liberating

and a great help for me in finding peace and accepting the way God made me and living the life that

I was blessed with.

This book was very helpful to me. I recommend this book to any Christian dealing with self worth

issues. It can be a great benefit as long as one is honest in answering the questions that are asked

and diligent in meditating on the scriptures presented. You will find yourself truly transformed by the

renewing of your mind, as Rom 12:3 commands.

The content is biblical and right on. You have to examine yourself as you read this. Be willing to

make adjustments and grow, the scripture references help you follow along and also be able to go



back and study for yourself.

This book will prove helpful to any Christian ... valuable insights into how we are plagued in our

human nature with wrong thinking as to where our significance and value come from and constantly

sabotaging ourselves in daily living as a result ... the book is very conversational and not technical in

presentation ... there are good charts and summaries along the way to re-enforce the concepts and

to refer back to as needed ... the last 3 chapters alone were most beneficial in my opinion ... also

the work book material in the second half of the book provides further emphasis and support for

biblical thinking about our true value to a loving Father ... the real benefit is to get the reader to laser

focus on the truth of what God says about us and to reject the internalized false beliefs we have

embraced over time ... once we are able to truly accept and embrace the truth about significance

and how God loves us, it will lead to peace, rest and confidence and release us from the constant

performance/failure trap.This one lie sums up how most of us have lived much of our lives and it is a

deadly poison: Self-worth = performance + others opinons of us ... the author presents the basic lies

about significance, the results of embracing those, what God says, and then the results of

embracing His truth ... this alone is most helpful ...If you have ever struggled in this area or know

someone who does, this book should prove benficial.Recommended.

"The Search for Significance" is a study about what we usually do to try to feel significant versus the

truths in God's Word about where to find our true significance. Those who hope to find happiness

and significance through meeting certain standards or gaining approval from certain people will find

that it doesn't last.This book helps you to identify where you currently look for significance, explores

the Bible for the truth about how God sees us, and teaches us how to replace lies with truth. This is

truly a life-changing book, and I've read it several times. While this book focuses on where we find

our self-worth, he has two other books that cover finding peace and finding freedom from

insecurities, addictions, etc. Id' highly recommend these books.
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